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Smaller Camera Compared to the Hero2, the Hero3 is about half the thickness of the Hero2, but more
importantly the Hero3 is noticeably lighter, both in hand and when mounted to things like helmets or
handlebars. The reduced body thickness also makes the camera easier to position and get to the perfect angle especially when using the Chesty harness mount or the handlebar mount. New Case The new sealed
splash-proof case is obviously thinner like the camera, but features the same spring-loaded buttons just like the
Hero2 has. The new lens cover is rectangular, and the replaceable lens piece is now recessed behind the frame
- much better than the bubble-eye Hero2 lens piece that was easily prone to getting scuffed or scratched
because it stuck out. One little "improvement" that is actually a little annoying is the new 2-step release clamp
at the top. Whereas with the Hero2 case you had to tug at a tight-fitting latch, on the Hero3 case you have to
slide a small tab with one hand, then you can lift the latch open with the other hand. Connections As for ports,
there are three located underneath a small removable door: Recently GoPro updated the firmware, finally
adding in a host of features that were originally promised with version 1. These new features include the
ability to watch any recorded footage through the app, view photos taken by the camera, copying GoPro
footage to mobile devices, and social media sharing. Video Quality I was very happy with the video
performance of my previous Hero2, and after using the Hero3 extensively in now, the Hero3 has produced
video that looks much better than the Hero2. WVGA supposedly gives even better slow-motion footage, but
only at a resolution of x The Hero3 allows you to optionally set the white balance as well as activate the "spot
meter" for certain types of filming, but I left these at their default settings and I still came up with nice video
footage, many times a step above the quality of the old Hero2. Taking Photos The Hero3 can be used as a
regular 11mp digital camera, with point and shoot, burst, and time-lapse functionality. I took a few pics of
random stuff around the house just to try it out; I found that there was a slight lag between when you click the
button and when the camera actually takes the shot. And third - at that point you might as well have just used
your Phone camera to take the photo in the first place! It adds to the feature list, but honestly? The Hero3 is
smaller, lighter, easier to use well, the only exception is the new latch mechanism , and records excellent
video. The still camera function is ok, but the built-in WiFi is the best feature - no add-on BacPac required,
keeping the camera weight and bulk at a minimum. There are a few complaints I have that keep it from getting
a 5-star rating. The first is the new locking mechanism for the waterproof case - the small release slider is a
pain to move to open the case. Oh - and if you want to change your WiFi password for the camera in the
future, the only way to do it is to re-update the firmware by doing the entire update process again on the
website - definitely inconvenient. Which "Edition" Should You Buy? At the initial release of the HD Hero3, a
lot of people were having problems with the Black Edition Hero 3; everything from random crashing, to
having to remove the battery just to unfreeze and reset the camera; a friend of mine got the Black Edition last
Christmas, tried it out, and his unit was also plagued with the same issues. Meanwhile, I personally never saw
any of the same issues with the Silver Edition, and my Hero3 has been performing flawlessly since I started
using it even after a 7 hour mountain bike ride. My review is based on this model. When all is said and done, I
believe that normal everyday people who want an "action sports camera" to use during activities not in a
specialized field such as filmmaking can get a lot out of the Silver Edition. So in the end I still feel that the
Silver Edition is the way to go for a majority of the people out there looking for an action camera. If you just
want a GoPro HD Hero3 to capture your adventures on a mountain bike, or a surfboard, or in a car, and you
want to make your own action videos to share online, go with the "Silver. I STRONGLY suggest that you do
this as soon as you receive your camera, because it takes some time to do, and you might as well get it over
with right away.
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